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Mon itoring Report - national return operation.

Detailsoftheretunpertion__—_———

Date 17.10.2017

   
   
   

 
  
  

 

Destinations) | Düsseldorf (Germany) -Tirana (Albania) - Pristina (Kosovo)

Organ ised by H Germa ny

 

Transportation | Chartered flight

 

Escort leader

‚Number of 138 returnees (49 male, 30 female, 59 children/under 18) .

returnees .
86 to Albania and 52 to Kosovo

Dealings of the police officers from Germany with the returnees were correct at any time of the
process and - as much as possible - forthcoming. The procedure was very calm and professional
without any inappropriate remarks of the escorts towards the returnees.

The use of physical force and a body cuff (M. A.) respectively cable ties as handcuffs (1 and (

) is considered reasonable in intensity and duration, necessary in the circumstances and
proportional to the assessed risk of harm. There was no uncooperative behaviour or resistance on
the part of other returnees during the NRO.

Results:

 

The return operation could be monitored without restrictions. The well organised national return
operation was carried out in a humane manner and with full respect of human dignity and
fundamental rights.

Alllisted returnees were effectively returned to Albania and Kosovo.

Recommendations:

none

 

Preparation:

On 29.09.2017 “Verein Menschenrechte Österreich“ as national monitoring body was informed by

the ABT team, that Frontex has selected» s forced return monitor for NRO to Albania
and Kosovo organized by Germany on 17.10.2017 according to the offer made on 16.09.2017. On
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                      29.09.2017 ED (:Rcc, Frontex) informed “Verein Menschenrechte
Österreich“ about the contact persons in Germany.

Afterwards the arrangements for the arrival and departure were discussed in direct contact
between EL and Monitor. Flight and hotel bookings were made by OMS Germany.
A list of returnees and the implementation plan was provided to the monitor on 17.10.2017.

Participants:

Other participants in the flight then returnees or escorts were:

    

‚Interpreter
Frontex

| Extent of the monitoring process:

[modus operandi]

18:35-21:15 Flight Pristina - Düsseldorf
20:30 Debriefing in plane
PreRetunm Phase: —

The pre-return phase was not covered by this monitoring.

_Pre-Departure Phase: . nn
Apparently due to a misunderstanding with authorities the interpreter arrived very late at
approximately 10:30.

As Mr | (Albania) arrived at the airport he refused to leave the bus because 350 Euro of his
money were withheld by the authority and only 50 Euro were left to him as pocket money.

He was forced by several police men to leave the bus and was brought to a room, where a security
check was made. Afterwards the police put a body cuff on M. A., whereas he started to calm
down. The cuff was removed in the plane at 13:40.

As Family ı (Kosovo) arrived by bus, the overweighed mother G. J. refused to leave it. Her
husband the 18-year-old son and her three adolescent daughters left the bus on their
own, giving a very nervous impression. Mrs was shouting and crying. The police organized a
wheel chair, helped her to get out of the bus and led her through check-in. The whole family was
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                      " constantly crying so that the police brought them into a separate room, where they could calm-
down until the plane was ready to enter. As the plane was ready and the family was brought to an
airport bus for boarding, the situation escalated. Mr ı was getting very aggressive, trying to
push the police men away. His son ( was standing behind him and began to shout and protest.
Before entering the airport bus the whole family began to scream and shout. Father and son
behaved in a very aggressive and rioting manner, so that the police felt the urgent need to hand
cuff them with cable ties. The other family members were separated and brought to the plane
individually. As the plane started to lift off, the family calmed down and the cable ties could be
removed. No further incidents could be recorded during the flight.

The returnees were properly clothed. No health or psychological problems have been reported, all
returnees were fit for flight. A medic team was present.

While waiting at the terminal the returnees were adequately supplied with food and drinks. There
was a possibility for everyone to visit the toilet. The security check was conducted directly at the
Object after the arrival of each returnee. Personal items and luggage were checked and
labelled. The returnees were informed that personal items and luggage will be handed back after
they arrive in their home countries.

Everything was executed without any incidents or disturbance apart from the aforementioned
above. Special care was provided for families with children. There was a possibility for the children
to play during their waiting time in a special area for children. Baby food and swaddling clothes
were disposable during the waiting time.

The briefing took place at Object with all escorts present. They were informed about the
further process of the NRO. No special problems were mentioned.

| In-Flight Phase Düsseldorf - Tirana, arrival in Tirana: . ed
At 12:30 the escorts entered the airport bus together with the returnees and the boarding of the
aircraft was carried out.

The flight Düsseldorf - Tirana went smoothly and without any special incidents. The catering by the
airline was sufficient. There was the possibility to visit the toilet. The atmosphere was quiet
considering the purpose and the number of persons involved.

After arriving in Tirana, the returnees to Albania were taken over by representatives of the local
authorities and transported by bus to the airport building. The personal items were handed over
from the German escorts to the Returnees.

 

In-Flight Phase Tirana - Pristina, arrival in Pristina:

The flight Tirana - Pristina went smoothly and without any special incidents. There was the
possibility to visit the toilet. After arriving in Pristina, the returnees to Kosovo were handed over to
representatives of the local authorities. The personal items were handed over from the German
escorts to the returnees at the airport building. During their hand-over to the local authorities in
Kosovo, family started to insult the German police verbally.

Debriefing and Reporting:
The debriefing of the German escort team took place at around 20:30 directly in the airplane. The
whole return operation was quiet and professional. No injuries or material damage were

mentioned by the accompanying office om Frontex mentioned the late departure
as a result of bad cooperation within the German authorities. The arrests of the individuals and
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                      "their transfer to the airport should have been acted out more efficiently. .

  

19.10.2017 en
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